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Abstract. With the rapid development of optical clock, the stability and system uncertainty of optical clocks
has reached a 1.0e–18 level. Optical clocks will likely constitute the next generation of time-frequency standards
for redeﬁning the SI second. Because time and frequency transfer services that rely on satellite systems are not
always reliable and currently available technologies are insufﬁcient for comparing the next generation of
frequency standards, high-precision time and transfer techniques are strongly desired. Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI) is one of the space geodetic techniques that measure the arrival time delays between
multiple stations utilizing radio signals from distant celestial radio sources. Not only can VLBI obtain the angle
position measurement of the radio source with sub-millisecond accuracy and the station coordinate
measurement with millimeter accuracy, but also, it can provide high-precision information regarding interstation atomic clock differences. Therefore, it is theoretically feasible to use the VLBI technology to do the
remote time transfer. Because of this characteristic of VLBI technology, VLBI has signiﬁcant application
potential in the ﬁeld of remote time transfer. To conﬁrm the suitability of VLBI to time-frequency transfer for
future practical applications, the results of VLBI and GPS common view time transfer were compared using a
Kunming-Urumqi baseline. The performance characteristics of time transfer based on VLBI are then analyzed.
Experimental results show that VLBI technology can accurately measure the variation of clock differences
between stations as same as the GPS common view time comparison technology. It brieﬂy describes the
challenges of future VLBI technology for practical applications of time transfer.
Keywords: VLBI / GNSS common view / time and frequency transfer / remote time comparison / experiments

1 Introduction
Time is considered to be the most basic physical quantity
representing the movement of matter, as well as an
important aspect in the development of human civilization.
Time is one of the seven basic physical quantities in the
international unit system. It is the most accurate and
widely used physical quantity among all physical quantities [1]. The deﬁnition of the current time unit “second” is
based on the atomic clock. High precision time frequency is
the basis of modern social and economic developments and
scientiﬁc research. The uniﬁed time standards in the world
are International Atomic Time (TAI) and Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC). TAI is derived from a combination
of data from approximately 500 atomic clocks run by
more than 70 time laboratories Two-way Satellite Time
and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT), two completely
independent space that maintain the local UTC. TAI is
* Corresponding author: wangpingli@ntsc.ac.cn

based on the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
and the technologies for remote time and frequency
transfer [1].
GNSS time and frequency transfer based on a
navigation satellite (including GNSS one-way time service,
GNSS common view (CV), and GNSS precise point
positioning (PPP)), and TWSTFT based on communication satellites rely on satellite systems as the primary
method for time and frequency transfer. The deterioration
of satellite systems-based time and frequency transfer
could cause global panic; many electronic systems use
satellite navigation systems as the only time transfer
method providing a source of time and frequency reference
for the system. However, satellite systems have several
shortcomings, such as weak signals, vulnerability to
interference and attack, limited coverage space, and so
on. Because of the important military value of the satellite
navigation time service system, there are serious security
threats in satellite time service. For example, it is
impossible to provide time transfer services in extraordinary circumstances. In 2014, Russia’s GLONASS system
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was paralyzed, wherein the timing error exceeded 300 ns.
On July 11, 2019, the Galileo satellite navigation system
in the European Union broke down, resulting in the
disruption of navigation and time service for approximately
a week. The GPS and Beidou Satellite Navigation Systems
also involve such security risks pertaining to satellite time
service. Thus, there are signiﬁcant security risks in satellite
systems.
Moreover, in recent years, great progress has been made
in the research of optical clocks at home and abroad; such
clocks have promoted the progress of science and
technology. Optical clocks have broad application prospects in the precise measurement of basic physical
constants, searches for dark matter, gravitational wave
detection, and satellite navigation systems. Currently, the
stability and system uncertainty of optical clocks based on
neutral atoms and single ions has reached a 1.0e-18 level,
which is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the
existing reference clock-cesium atomic fountain clock [2–5].
Such optical clocks will likely constitute the next
generation of time-frequency standards for redeﬁning the
SI second. At the 24th Meeting of the General Conference
on Weights and Measures (CGPM) in 2011, every National
Metrology Institute (NMI) was encouraged to provide
resources for the development of optical frequency standards, and to develop new and higher precision timefrequency transfer technologies to assess and compare
optical frequency standards worldwide [6]. However, the
precision of time and frequency transfer in the commonly
used time transfer methods such as TWSTFT and GNSS
need to be improved in order to compete with the next
generation time-frequency standards. The time transfer
precision of the GNSS CV time and frequency transfer has
reached approximately the 2 ns level. Moreover, the time
transfer precision of the TWSTFT and GPS carrier phase
(CP) time transfer has reached approximately the 0.1 ns
level [7]. To compare the new time-frequency standards
with the existing time frequency transfer technologies,
average longer periods must be conducted. Advanced highprecision CP TWSTFT technology may provide sufﬁcient
precision over long distances, but this depends on the
availability and reliability of satellite transponders [8]. The
time transfer system based on optical ﬁbers uses closed
optical ﬁbers as the transmission media; these ﬁbers have
the characteristics of high precision and non-interference,
with an associated accuracy of such time synchronization
better than 0.1 ns [9]. Thus, optical ﬁbers may be a
particularly promising solution for the comparison and
evaluation of modern new time and frequency standards.
However, the complex topology of optical ﬁber networks
and the limited space coverage of optical cables still limit
the application of this method, although it has recently
achieved wire time and frequency transfer between grid
nodes across a distance of more than 1000 km [10].
Because time and frequency transfer services that rely on
satellite systems are not always reliable and currently
available technologies are insufﬁcient for comparing the next
generation of frequency standards, high-precision time and
transfer techniques are strongly desired. Therefore, new
high-precision time and frequency transfer technologies
must be further studied and developed [11–12].

Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) is a space
geodetic technique that obtains the arrival time delays and
time delay rate of the radio signal between two antennas by
interferometric measurement of the radiation signal from
the extragalactic radio sources. Currently, VLBI technology is the astronomical observation technology with the
highest angular resolution. Not only can it achieve submillisecond accuracy of radio source angular position
measurement and millimeter accuracy of station coordinate measurement, but also, it can estimate the relative
information of clock differences between stations with tens
of picoseconds of accuracy [13]; this is higher than that of
the current time transfer technology using satellite
navigation system. This characteristic of VLBI technology
gives an important application potential in the ﬁeld of
remote time transfer.
In several recent studies, the ability of VLBI with
regard to frequency transfer has been studied. These
studies show that VLBI and GPS CP have comparable
abilities in frequency transfer in the average period of
several hours. However, for shorter average periods, the use
of VLBI is limited by its low data sampling rate, which
leads to the low time resolution of clock offsets estimation.
Therefore, VLBI is not as good as the GPS CP’s short-term
frequency transmission capability [14]. To conﬁrm the
potential of VLBI frequency transfer in future practical
applications, National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology (NICT) used the KashimaKoganei baseline in 2007 to compare the results of VLBI
and GPS CP frequency transfer [15]. Research shows that
VLBI is more stable than GPS in frequency transfers
between 2000 s and 6000 s. In 2008, to verify the results of
VLBI and GPS CP frequency transfer again, NICT
analyzed the comparison results using the International
VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS) data and
International GNSS service (IGS) data. The results of
VLBI frequency transfer show that the stability is very
close to the 1/t law, with the stability reaching
approximately 2.0e-11 at 1 s [15].
In 2009, Carsten Rieck of Onsala Space Observatory,
Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden and others
analyzed the technical characteristics of VLBI timefrequency comparison and conducted experiments using
IVS Continuous VLBI Campaign 2008 (CONT08) data.
CONT08 is a 15-day continuous VLBI campaign organized
by IVS using 11 VLBI stations distributed around the
world in August 2008. ONSALA and WETTZELL are also
IGS tracking stations, which can achieve time comparison
between GPS CP stations. The VLBI time-frequency
transfer experiment based on CONT08 involves processing
24-h observation data in batches according to the geodesic
mode, during which the clock difference parameter is
estimated as a quadratic term with deviation estimates
every hour. The results were then concatenated to form 15
consecutive days of time comparison. According to the
experimental results, the stability of the VLBI frequency
link between ONSALA and WETTZELL station clocks
can reach the 1.5e-15 level [14] in one day, which is
equivalent to the result of GPS CP. However, VLBI related
processors may introduce bias. Daily batch processing of
VLBI data results in day boundary offsets which cause
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discontinuity between days, wherein it is easy to overestimate the stability of frequency links. It is also noted that
the calibration and monitoring of equipment delay in the
VLBI system is the key to time-frequency comparisons
using VLBI. In 2012, the results of time-frequency
comparison using CONT11 data were basically the same
as those of CONT08 [16]. Thus, the ability of VLBI
frequency transfer was reconﬁrmed.
The Chinese VLBI Network (CVN) is composed of
5 radio astronomical telescopes with Shanghai 25-m radio
telescopes, Shanghai 65-m radio telescopes, Beijing 50-m
radio telescopes, Kunming 40-m radio telescopes, Urumqi
25-m radio telescopes, and Shanghai Data Processing
Center. Each observatory station is equipped with a S/Xband dual-frequency receiver, a VLBI data terminal, a
hydrogen atomic clock, and other VLBI observation
equipment; stations are upgraded and developed synchronously with developed countries. CVN also actively
participates in the international joint measurement
activities organized by the European VLBI Network
(EVN), IVS, and other organizations. It is an important
member of the international VLBI network and has made
signiﬁcant contributions to research in the international
VLBI frontier ﬁeld. Additionally, CVN plays an important
role in the Chang‘E project.
Although VLBI has existed for approximately 50 yr,
there is a little information surrounding remote time
transfer using VLBI. To compare the results of VLBI and
GNSS CV time transfer, VLBI observation data of Kunming
and Urumqi are used to calculate the clock difference
between Kunming and Urumqi stations from 2015–2017.
The results are compared with the GPS common view
time transfer results of Kunming and Urumqi stations.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 VLBI for time transfer
VLBI technology ﬁrst appeared in the 1960s, as a kind of
space geodesy measurement technology. It has the highest
spatial resolution and is widely used in astrophysics,
astronomy, geodesy and deep space exploration. The
development of VLBI beneﬁts from the availability of highspeed, high density, and large-capacity data storage
technology as well as the invention of high-performance
hydrogen atomic clocks for the frequency standard [17,18].
Before the advent of these technologies, coaxial cables were
used to connect multiple radio telescopes and form a
connected interferometer. Because the angular resolution
of the interferometer is inversely proportional to the
baseline length between the radio antennas, the distance
between the radio antennas must be increased to improve
the resolution of the interferometer. However, in order to
achieve this, it is necessary to share the local frequency
signal to convert the single received frequency, thus
requiring the use of coaxial cables to provide a common
local frequency signal to each radio telescope. Additionally,
because the received signal cannot be recorded in a
reproducible way, it is still necessary to transmit and
synthesize the received signal through a coaxial cable. For
these reasons, the distance between radio telescopes is
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Fig. 1. Measurement principle of VLBI. Here, t is the VLBI time
delay, c is the speed of light, ~
b is the baseline vector,~
s is the Radio
source Direction Unit Vector, u is the angle between ~
b and ~
s. So
ct ¼ j~
bjcosu.

limited. With the development of hydrogen atomic clocks,
local frequency signals using independent frequency
standards can be generated for each radio telescope,
making it possible to convert frequencies while maintaining
consistency. It can also mark the precise time information
for the signals, perform Analog/Digital (A/D) conversion
at the exact time, and then increase the distance between
the radio antennas. VLBI observation is based on the
frequency signal of the hydrogen atomic clock output as the
reference signal.
The Radio Astronomy and Geodesy VLBI community
uses the hydrogen atomic clock at about 50 remote sites
around the world, as a sufﬁcient signal-to-noise ratio must
be maintained in the process of VLBI observation to
maintain the consistency of signal components in the short
term. Therefore, a frequency reference with good shortterm frequency stability is needed. It is difﬁcult to maintain
frequency stability for a whole day even when using
hydrogen atomic clocks with decent short-term stability.
Therefore, the clock offset of other observatories and the
clock offset of the reference station are estimated every
hour, assuming that the clock offset is linear during this
period. When the clock offset is estimated hourly, the
required frequency stability will be reduced to 2.8e-15 [6].
To achieve approximately 10 degrees signal coherence for
approximately 1000 s at 10 GHz, the relative stability of the
two clocks at the ends of the baseline need to be maintained
at 2.8e-14 within 1000 s. A hydrogen atomic clock provides
this level of performance.
The basic measurement principle of VLBI is shown in
Figure 1. Two remote observatories receive radio signals
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from the extragalactic radio sources at the same time. The
signals received with radio antennas are recorded and
marked on a time label using the hydrogen atomic clock.
The time delay and time delay rate of the radio signals
arriving at the two radio antennas are obtained by
interferometric measurement of the radio signals from
the extragalactic radio sources. When theoretical delay and
propagation path delay are deducted, the difference of
arrival time between the two radio antennas can be used to
calculate the clock difference between the two stations.
This is the basic principle of VLBI time transfer.
The VLBI time delay t obtained by the correlation
processing is mainly composed of the geometric delay tg.
There are other signiﬁcant delays, such as the propagation
delays and the clock offsets. The time delay is expressed by
formula (1) [19]:

radio telescope is deployed in the laboratory, keeping the
national standard time, the deviation between the clock of
other VLBI stations and the national standard time can be
calculated via geodesic VLBI technology. Therefore, it is
feasible to use geodesic VLBI technology for time and
frequency transfer with high precision.
In some VLBI geodetic data processes and analyses, the
clock offset and its change rate of each station are
estimated according to the selected reference station.
When analyzing the geodetic VLBI experiments conducted
regularly by the IVS, the mean square error (MSE) of clock
offset is usually approximately 20 ps [22]. This precision is
nearly an order of magnitude higher than GPS or
TWSTFT.

t ¼ t g þ tclk þ tinst þ ttrop þ tiono þ ⋯ ;

Ever since Allan D.W. and Weiss M.A. ﬁrst presented the
GPS CV time transfer method at the IEEE International
Frequency Control Symposium in 1980 [23], and with the
development of the global satellite navigation system, GPS
CV has gradually developed into GNSS CV (including
GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS), wherein the
associated technology and its applications have developed
rapidly. Currently, GNSS CV is one of the main
contributors to the connection, by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), of more than 500 atomic
clocks in more than 70 time laboratories in the world in the
calculation of TAI. In 2015, a new GNSS time transfer
standard was deﬁned for the “Common Generic GNSS
Time Transfer Standard (CGGTTS) Version 2E”, so as to
include the results corresponding to all GNSS satellites
[24]. Anyone observing in standard mode can obtain highprecision CV time transfer.
The GNSS CV method connects the local clocks of the
time laboratories to a GNSS time and frequency receiver.
This method uses GNSS satellite clock time as a common
reference source. Two remote time laboratories observe the
same satellite synchronously. The difference between
laboratory time and satellite clock time is measured.
The relative deviation of time between the two laboratories
is determined by comparing the observation results of the
two laboratories [25]. The principle of GNSS CV time
transfer is shown in Figure 2. Compared with the GNSS
one-way timing method, the GNSS CV method can
effectively eliminate the inﬂuence of satellite clock differences, weaken the inﬂuence of satellite orbit error and
atmospheric delay (which is related to the distance
between stations), and thus signiﬁcantly improve the
accuracy of remote time transfer. It has the characteristics
of high precision, wide coverage, low cost, and continuous
operation. The GNSS CV method is a kind of remote time
transfer technology. Because of its high precision and easy
operation, GNSS CV has been recently gradually applied to
such ﬁelds as communication, power, transportation, highspeed digital network synchronization, national defence,
and space technology to achieve long-distance clock
synchronization and frequency calibration.
GNSS CV technology has developed such that from the
perspective of a GNSS satellite, two atomic clocks at any
two places on earth can use the time signal from the same

ð1Þ

where tg is the geometric delay; t clk is the offset of the
reference clocks and the clock of each observatory; tinst is
the delay of cable and equipment; ttrop is the tropospheric
atmosphere propagation delays; t iono is the ionospheric
atmosphere propagation delays.
Each observatory transmits the observation data to a
VLBI data processing center, performs data playback and
cross-correlation calculation to obtain interference fringes,
and then uses the cross-correlation spectrum data to
calculate the time delay and delay rate of the signal
arriving at each observatory. The time delay and delay rate
measured by VLBI reﬂect the geometric relationship and
variation between the radio source and the baseline. The
purpose of VLBI measurement is to determine the direction
vector of the radio source and the baseline vector between
stations. However, the time delay of VLBI measurement is
affected not only by the geometric relationship between the
radio source and the baseline, but also by the atmospheric
and inter-station clock differences.
In the case of absolutely calibrated cable and instrument path lengths, inter-station clock differences will be
obtained when delays obtained by correlation process
subtract theoretical delays such as geometric delay and
atmospheric propagation delay [20]. Therefore, if the
Earth’s orientation, the station positions, and the
ionospheric and tropospheric delays are known, VLBI
can directly determine the clock difference between the two
stations. With regard to station positions, the coordinates
of geodetic VLBI stations can be modeled with millimeter
accuracy, which can be used as prior information in time
and frequency transfer. When the station position is
known, the geometric delays t g can be accurately
calculated. By observing two or more different frequencies,
the ionosphere delays tiono can be eliminated. The
tropospheric delays are related to the observation direction
and atmospheric state. The tropospheric delay in any
direction can be expressed by the product of the zenith
tropospheric delay and mapping function. Though the
mapping function is related to elevation angle, the clock
difference is independent of the elevation angle; thus, the
clock difference and the tropospheric delay can be
separated in the estimation process [21]. When the VLBI

2.2 GNSS CV for time transfer
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attributes, together with its ability to attain a transmission
precision ration of 2 ns [26], makes this technology the
optimal method for long-distance clock comparison.
In 2011, the National Time Service Center, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (NTSC) developed a precise time
service system based on GNSS CV (GCVPTS) [27]. The
developed system uses Internet technology to transmit the
GNSS data in real time and then processes data online. It
can quickly measure the relative clock difference between
the user clock and the Chinese national standard time
(UTC (NTSC)) and achieve the nanosecond level high
precision time synchronization between the user clock and
UTC (NTSC). Additionally, the GNSS CV time comparison between any two GNSS CV stations can also be
achieved.
2.3 Comparison experiments between VLBI
and GPS CV

Fig. 2. Principle of GNSS common view (CV) time transfer.

satellite simultaneously to conduct time frequency comparison. Two GPS time receivers from hypothetical
stations A and B under the action of the same CV time
schedule receive the same satellite signal at the same time.
The output second pulses by the local atomic clock are sent
to the receiver’s built-in counter chip; by a comparison with
output second pulses by the GPS receivers, the time
differences DtsA and DtsB between the local and satellite
clock times are obtained, respectively. By subtracting the
two types, the time difference between the two atomic
clocks is available:
DtsA ¼ ðts  tA Þ;

ð2Þ

DtsB ¼ ðts  tB Þ;

ð3Þ

where DtsA is time difference between the local clock A and
the satellite clock S; DtsB is the time difference between the
local clock B and the satellite clock S; ts is the time of the
satellite S, tA and tB are the times of station A’s clock and
station B’s clock, respectively. From the difference of
equations (2) and (3), the time difference is obtained [23]:
DtsA  DtsB ¼ ðts  tA Þ  ðts  tB Þ ¼ tB  tA ¼ tBA : ð4Þ
The characteristics of the GNSS CV time transfer
technology eliminates the inﬂuence of satellite clock errors
and weakens the inﬂuence of satellite orbit error and of the
ionosphere and the troposphere. The inﬂuence of the
ionosphere and the troposphere is related to the distance
between stations, eliminating such negative inﬂuences
more completely over shorter baselines. Furthermore,
GNSS CV time transfer technology is relatively simple,
inexpensive, highly-precise, and convenient to use. These

To compare VLBI time transfer results with GPS CV time
transfer, we conducted geodetic VLBI experiments using
the Kunming-Urumqi baseline from 2015–2017. The
Kunming station, located on Phoenix Mountain in the
eastern suburbs of Kunming China, has a 40-m radio
telescope. The Urumqi station, located in Nanshan of
Urumqi China, has a 25-m radio telescope. The KunmingUrumqi baseline length is approximately 2500 km. The two
stations have GNSS CV time and frequency transfer
receivers which run continuously and share the hydrogen
atomic clock with the VLBI observation system [28]. The
experimental scheme is shown in Figure 3.
On October 22, 2015 (MJD57317), we conducted the
ﬁrst test experiments using the original hydrogen clock
systems of Kunming station and Urumqi station, without
any changes. From 2016–2017, we conducted 6 test
experiments with replaced hydrogen clocks at Kunming
and Urumqi stations. Here, we discuss only the MJD57317
(October 22, 2015), MJD57420 (February 02, 2016),
MJD57519 (May 11, 2016), and MJD57837 (March 25,
2017) test experiments. The details of the data processes
and analysis of GPS CV and VLBI are listed in Table 1.

3 Results
The ability of VLBI and GPS CV technologies using CVN
VLBI Data and Joint Atomic Time of China (JATC) GPS
CV data to execute time transfer was compared. To do so,
two VLBI observation stations (Kunming and Urumqi),
which belong to the CVN, and two GPS CV observation
stations (Kunming and Urumqi), which belong to JATC
network, were selected. At each station, VLBI and GPS
share the same hydrogen atomic clock (as shown in Fig. 3).
Therefore, in theory, the difference in the CVN between
Kunming station and Urumqi station is the difference of
the JATC between Kunming and Urumqi. However, time
and frequency signal transmission links are different, and
there are systematic differences.
Figures 4–7 show the experimental results of
MJD57317, MJD57420, MJD57519, and MJD57837 time
comparisons between Kunming and Urumqi using VLBI.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a VLBI Time transfer experiment.

Table 1. Data processes and analysis of GPS CV and VLBI.
Technology

Software

Strategy

Estimate

VLBI

Calc/Solve

Single baseline Kunming-Urumqi
Reference station (Shanghai)
X/S ionosphere-free linear combination

GNSS CV

GCVPTS

GPS CV (pseudo range)

Station coordinates
Atmospheric delay (1 h)
Clock offset (1 h)
Piecewise linear ﬁtting
Atmospheric delay
Clock (Kunming)–Clock (Urumqi) (16 min)
Vondrak ﬁlter

It can be seen that there is an obvious relative clock
difference between the atomic clocks of the two stations;
the clock difference has a signiﬁcant linear change, with a
daily variation of less than 230 ns. Thus, the hydrogen clock
equipped with VLBI station has adequate stability;
however, its frequency accuracy is not high, and there is

an obvious frequency deviation between the two stations.
The results of inter-station clock differences obtained by
the satellite CV method are also given. Additionally, the
clock difference between the local hydrogen clock at both
Kunming and Urumqi stations and the GPS time (GPST)
across 20 days was recorded.
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Fig. 4. Clock differences at the Kunming and Urumqi stations in MJD57317. (a) Clock differences calculations based on GPS CV and
VLBI respectively. (b) Clock difference series after removing the linear trend. (c) Clock difference series between the Kunming station
clock and GPST across 20 days surrounding MJD57317. (d) Clock difference series between the Urumqi station clock and GPST across
20 days surrounding MJD57317.

Figure 4 shows the clock difference series at both
Kunming and Urumqi stations in MJD57317. Figure 4a
presents the clock difference series calculated based on
VLBI and GPS CV in MJD57317; it can be seen that the
time comparison results obtained by the two technologies
of GPS CV and VLBI have the same trend, however, with
some obvious system differences. Though both stations
involve VLBI and GPS CV technologies which share the
same hydrogen atomic clock at every site, time and
frequency signal transmission links are different. The time
comparison results of GPS CV are corrected by timefrequency link delay, which is the actual inter-station clock
difference. However, the VLBI comparison results have no
system delay correction, and include the effects of
transmission delay and equipment delay, which are ﬁxed,
to a certain extent, and in a short time. To further compare
and analyze the details of the differences between GPS CV
and VLBI results, Figure 4b shows the results after
removing the linear variation; additionally, the system
difference is deducted from the VLBI results. From

Figure 4b, it can be seen that the time comparison
results obtained by GPS CV and VLBI have little
differences in variation details. Figure 4c shows a series
of clock differences between the Kunming station clock
and GPST across 20 days around MJD57317; it can be seen
that the hydrogen atomic clock at Kunming station was
normal for these 20 days in that the hydrogen atomic clock
was working steadily. Figure 4d shows a clock difference
series between the clock at Urumqi station and GPST
across 20 days around MJD57317; similar to the difference
series at Kunming station, it can be seen that the hydrogen
atomic clock at Urumqi station was normal for these
20 days.
Figure 5 shows the clock difference series of Kunming
and Urumqi stations in MJD57420. Figure 5a presents the
clock difference series calculations based on VLBI and GPS
CV. For the convenience of curve display, the results of
VLBI are moved up by 18 500 ns. It can be seen that the
time comparison results obtained by the two technologies,
GPS CV and VLBI, have the same trend; however, there
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Fig. 5. Clock differences at the Kunming and Urumqi stations in MJD57420. (a) Clock differences calculations based on GPS CV and
VLBI respectively. (b) Clock difference series after removing the linear trend. (c) Clock difference series between the Kunming station
clock and GPST across 20 days surrounding MJD57420. (d) Clock difference series between the Urumqi station clock and GPST across
20 days surrounding MJD57420.

are obvious system differences around approximately
19 000 ns (19 ms), which are more than the system
difference of MJD57317. This can be attributed to the
fact that the hydrogen clock has been replaced at Urumqi
Station as shown in Figure 5d. From Figure 5c, it can be
seen that the hydrogen atomic clock of the Kunming
station has been normal across the 20 recorded days.
Figure 6 shows the clock difference series of Kunming
and Urumqi stations for MJD57519. Figure 6a presents the
clock difference series calculated based on both VLBI and
GPS CV. For the convenience of curve display, the results
of VLBI are moved up by 9000 ns (9 ms). From Figure 6a, it
can be seen that the time comparison results obtained by
the two technologies have the same trend, but with obvious
system differences around approximately 9 ms, which is
more than the system difference of MJD57317 and less than

the system difference of MJD57420. This can be attributed
to the replaced hydrogen clock at Urumqi Station being in
adjustment and not yet adjusted to an optimal state. From
Figure 6c and d, it can be seen that the hydrogen atomic
clock of Kunming station and Urumqi station were normal
for the 20 recorded days.
Figure 7 shows the clock difference series of the
Kunming and Urumqi stations for MJD57837. The analysis
method of MJD57837 is similar to that of the previous
experiments. From Figure 7c, it can be seen that the
hydrogen atomic clock of the Kunming station was
essentially normal for the 20 recorded days. From
Figure 7d, it can be seen that the hydrogen atomic
clock of the Urumqi station is discontinuous and has an
obvious clock jump, though stable around MJD57837 for 4
days.
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Fig. 6. Clock differences at the Kunming and Urumqi stations in MJD57519. (a) Clock differences calculations based on GPS CV and
VLBI respectively. (b) Clock difference series after removing the linear trend. (c) Clock difference series between the Kunming station
clock and GPST across 20 days surrounding MJD57519. (d) Clock difference series between the Urumqi station clock and GPST across
20 days surrounding MJD57519.

4 Discussion
Overall, the experimental results of MJD57317,
MJD57420, MJD57519, and MJD57837 are largely the
same. It can be seen that the time comparison results
obtained by the two technologies, GPS CV and VLBI, have
the same trend, though with obvious system differences.
The speciﬁc statistical results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 shows the statistical results of the time
comparisons for the MJD57317, MJD57420, MJD57519,
and MJD57837 experiments. From column three of Table 2
(clock difference variation), it follows that the trend of
clock difference calculated by VLBI and GPS CV is
essentially the same. The clock variation differences
between VLBI and GPS CV technology is minimal, i.e.
less than 1.0 ns/day, indicating that the hydrogen clocks
at the two stations are stable and that the results

calculated by the two techniques are extremely similar.
Column four of Table 2 shows that the systematic
differences of VLBI and GPS CV time comparisons. The
system delay of GPS CV has been corrected for in the
comparison results. Therefore, the system deviation is
mainly caused by the absence of system delay correction in
the VLBI comparison results, including cable transmission
delay and instrument delay. These effects are ﬁxed to a
certain extent and recorded only from a short interval.
However, in longer periods and with the aging and
deformation of transmission cables and equipment, the
transmission delay of cables will change, as will the system
deviation. The abrupt increase of the system deviation for
MJD57420 and MJD57519 can be attributed to the
problem experienced by the hydrogen clock at Urumqi
Station. Column ﬁve of Table 2 shows the standard
deviation (STD) of the differences between atomic clocks
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Fig. 7. Clock differences at the Kunming and Urumqi stations in MJD57837. (a) Clock differences between calculations based on GPS
CV and VLBI. (b) Clock difference series after removing the linear trend. (c) Clock difference series between the Kunming station clock
and GPST across 20 days surrounding MJD57837. (d) Clock difference series between the Urumqi station clock and GPST across
20 days surrounding MJD57837.

Table 2. Statistical results of time comparisons.
MJD
57317
57420
57519
57837

Technology

Clock difference variation (ns/day)

VLBI
GPS CV
VLBI
GPS CV
VLBI
GPS CV
VLBI
GPS CV

–173.5
–173.6
–221.6
–222.0
–222.1
–221.8
–76.5
–76.0

calculated by VLBI and GPS CV; it shows the consistency
of VLBI and GPS CV in time comparisons. The precision of
GPS CV is generally greater than 2 ns. It can be seen that
the clock differences between Kunming and Urumqi
stations obtained by VLBI technology is essentially the

Systematic difference (ns)

STD (ns)

722

0.9

18785

1.7

9225

1.6

788

1.3

same as that obtained by GPS CV technology. The
difference occurs within the accuracy range of the satellite
CV method. Overall, VLBI can accurately measure the
inter-station clock difference of atomic clocks at two
stations.
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According to the experimental results, the variation in
the hydrogen atomic clock difference between Kunming
and Urumqi VLBI stations obtained by VLBI technology is
the same as that obtained by the satellite CV method.
Differences exist within the range of accuracy of the CV
method, wherein VLBI measures clock difference with
higher accuracy than the CV method. However, there are
obvious deviations between the results obtained by the two
comparison techniques because the equipment delays in the
VLBI system had not been calibrated. Though this has no
effect on the results of VLBI geodesy, it does have a
great inﬂuence on the calculation of inter-station clock
differences.
Therefore, to achieve remote time and frequency
transfer using VLBI, time-frequency link delay must be
calibrated in the VLBI observation system. Moreover, the
VLBI analytical model should be further studied. In the
current VLBI geodesic application model, the clock
difference resolution strategy constitutes a method of
global constraints combined with real-time estimation.
Speciﬁcally, in 24 h, the clock difference is considered to be
a quadratic polynomial function with additional piecewise
linear variation.

5 Conclusions
To compare the results of VLBI and GNSS CV time
transfer, the data of VLBI and GNSS CV have been
analyzed in depth. The results show that the consistency of
time comparison results based on VLBI technology and
those based on the GNSS CV method are compared via
observation data from Kunming Station and Urumqi
Station. Analysis of this data shows that it is theoretically
feasible to use VLBI for remote time and frequency
transfer. However, Geodetic VLBI is usually not interested
in the clock difference parameter which is as a by-product
of geodetic VLBI analysis. Clock difference parameters
may absorb other error terms, so the clock difference
obtained is not the actual inter station clock difference.
Therefore, in practical application, it is crucial to calibrate
the system delay in order to achieve high accuracy time
comparison. A VLBI time and frequency transfer system
needs to conﬁrm in the following three items on the system
delay side. First, the formatter clock which deﬁnes the time
representation for the VLBI processing by providing an
arbitrary synchronized timescale to the data recording has
to be calibrated and constantly measured using a reference
delay measurement system to another clock or timescale.
Second, delays induced by environmental changes have to
be estimated. Third, the signal chain from the ﬁducial point
of the radio antenna system to the formatter clock needs to
be calibrated by measuring equipment delays or by using
differential calibration techniques. Currently, accurate
calibration poses the greatest challenge. Additionally, in
further developing VLBI time transfer, essential areas for
continuing study include both methods to avoid the
inﬂuence of tropospheric model errors and solutions to
clock difference constraints.
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In the future, more work should continually focus on
time and frequency transfer using VLBI technology. For
the practical application of VLBI technology in time and
frequency transfer, it can be anticipated that future VLBI
system will improve VLBI’s time transfer capabilities by
providing higher sensitivities, all-weather operation and
possible real-time capabilities. The VLBI system with
broadband 24/7 observations will greatly improve the link
noise level, which may make high-precision remote time
transfer possible. In addition, the system delay calibration,
continuous correlation processing and data analysis need to
be studied in depth.
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